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What's New in Interactive Learning ?
Adopting education technology effectively is crucial to deliver high quality of education and get
students involved in the lesson. However, it can also drive students to distraction if it is
misused. As a result, it always gives teachers a big question to choose appropriate solutions
with limited budget. Sun-Tech is pleased to present some ideas about the hottest items for
Interactive learning. Let’s upgrade the teaching tools and give students surprised about new
and fresh learning environment when they return from summer vacations.
There is no denying that Touch Technology is widely adopting everywhere. In fact, it also
makes a big impact to influence spoon feeding approach. Applying touch technology allows
students to “touch and learn” to absorb knowledge intuitively. Based on the application of
BoardWiz (single pen version), Sun-Tech has diversified its usage in dual pen and even
multi-touch models that allows 2 users to share ideas with classmates simultaneously. With
limited classroom area & budget, Interactive Pen can also provide full features of interactive
whiteboard and allow 24 students at maximum to provide their feedback concurrently. Last but
not least, Touch Monitor is also available in various dimensions which can fit all venues’
presentation without equipping projector.
Apart from touch solution, XPRESS Audience Response System (ARS) is always your best
partner to get students involved definitely. Although ARS is not new in the market, teacher can
use XPRESS unique editor to prepare courseware by several clicks and invite students to
attend class actively. What’s more, we go into details to take care every user’s preference and
allow teacher to customize their presentation by adjusting font size, color, options display, and
personalized background etc. Therefore, teacher can make their own stylish courseware and
deliver interesting lessons to their classes.
To encourage popularity of adopting XPRESS Audience Response System, Sun-Tech is
launching a new wave of promotion. Clients can purchase XPRESS Audience Response
System at 30% OFF discount until the end of 2011. For more information,
please contact us at sales@suntechgroup.com

